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ALPHA SIGS GET COUNCIL'S NOD
by David Hoster
fIlph3 Sigma Chi was given the
dent Council's stamp of ap-
U\,a!in action taken at a meet-
held last Monday.
duty for preparing committee lists
for a new council was taken from
the elections committee and given
to the executive committee. A
move to require the council treas-
urer to make a financial report
once a semester instead of upon
request was changed to state that
further reports could be required
on request of the council.
In other considerations, the
UlIcilapproved a series of eight
nstitutional amendments, elim-
ted the class office of secre-
..treasurer, and put the class
ideot on the student council
I'oling members.
!tiE COUNCIL SUMMARILY
ssed eight amendments to the
[lStitution, recommended by the
nning Committee, but ran into
uble on a ninth. The disput-
amendment concerned the
blication of students' names on
dicialBoard public statements.
e Planning Committee amend-
ent would have eliminated the
tire practice of issuing state-
ents, but it was felt by several
embers that students needed to
oW about action taken by the
ard so that they could be more
are of rules and infractions.
e council adopted a compro-
ise resolution proposed b y
esident James Jarrett which re-
ests the Judicial Board to re-
in from publishing the names
offenders.
The other amendments approv-
included action to change
unci! representation to the Sen-
e, The current requirement
Us for two members to sit on
senate, one of whom must be
e president or the chairman of
e Planning Committee. The
remittee chairman requirement
as eliminated, and the word
ustchanged to should. The aug-
ion that representatives to
udent Council from fraternities
officers in the fraternity was
'minated. The nwnber of sig-
lures on. a petition for a place
a ballot was raised. In inde-
ndent and class president elec-
ns the number of names is now
instead of 15, on campus-wide
~tions the requirement is 40
stead of the previous 15. The
IN AN AMENDMENT enacted
in the council meeting two weeks
ago the class office of secretary-
treasurer was eliminated. In a
move to get more opinions on the
council and more authority for
the office, class presidents were
voted a place on the council.
In the same meeting, Jerry
Reynolds addressed the council on
War Ball plans. Reynolds repre-
sented the ROTC unit under
whose sponsorship the program is
being offered. Friday night a
dance will be held from 10 to 2
with the Roamers (formerly Terry
and the Twilights) providing the
rhythm. Saturday afternoon the
Kenyon Basketball team will per-
form for the benefit of anybody
interested, and that night a com-
parable group, Little Anthony
and the Imperials, will perform.
After Tony's 10-2 show the big
performance will begin with a
"turf-in" in Rosse Hall, where
movies will be shown to a re-
clining audience, but as Reynolds
ventured, the "big show will be
on the floor."
(Continued on page 8)
WET BLANKET TOSSED ON-tURF-IN:
Sunday came under intense fire
at the February 3 meeting of the
Campus Senate.
THE DISCUSSION ORIGIN.
ated when one member whose
concern for the students' social
affairs is familial' to the entire
community expressed his doubt
about the project. He declared
10 to 2 "it is in peculiar contrast to all
the other things we do." It was
unclear whether his reference was
to the Campus Senate or the eel-
lege as a whole. t
The "Turf-In", certainly a nove
el way of topping a dance week]
end, nevertheless has the looks of
a . large scale Inneundo. 1'bis is
the wo:y it operates: after th,
dance ends at 2:00 A.M. on Bunt
day, the Social Commlttee and the
Air Force ROTC wU1 lnTite all
weary couples to Roue HalL there
to s.prawl oYer the·floor and"wateh
a honor movte prOCUl'ed by the
Film Society for the occasion. Ae_
cording to respondbl. .ources.
there will be a force of two cam-
pus security qua:rd& on duty plus
some alert students cbarqed with
barring illeqal holda. Coup1el;
will be reminded that smoldJlq
and drinkinc) are forbidden in
ROS5e Hall, a buildinq with the
G"e-resistance of tent cloth.
ALTHOUGH THE SENATOR
who raised questions about the
Rosse Hall happening introduced
himself as one "who is usually
very free in these matters," he
emphasized that his objections
were based on his feeling that for
the college to sponsor such an
event cheapens the name of Ken-
yon. Then, honing his objections
down to a fine point, he said: "If
we are going to talk about Pub·
lic Relations on this occasion, the
expressed elimination of chairs
for this event is open to question."
Another member of the Senate,
who is in a position which lends
its authority to such events, de-
fended the "Turf-In" on histori·
cal precedent and personal self-
confidence. "We've had these
"Hadley S. DePuy. associate things in the past," he said, "and
dean, summarized administrative 1 (~Co~n~ti~·n~u:"~~o~n~pn,::,.~.~8)c-__
reaction to the riot by saying Forum to Entertain
Tuesday morning that 'no riot
whatsoever can be justified. The Advocate of Viet War
whole purpose of a liberal arts The Kenyon Student Forum's
college is to teach men how to lecture-discussion on the war in
deal with their problems rational_ Vietnam, originally scheduled foc
ly. This gross immaturity repre- February 14, was postponed until
sents what Cone would expect to February 28 by the Calendar
find in a kindergarten.' Planning Committee because of a
conflict with a Lectureship Com-
mittee lecture scheduled on Feb-
ruary 14. George A. Lipsky, not-
ed author and Professor of Po-
litical Science and Geography at
Wabash College, who had been
invited to give the introductory
speech, was notified of the change
by telephone on February 3 and
agreed to address the rescheduled
meeting. The format remains the
same. The meeting will be held
at 8;00 P.M. in Philomathesian
Hall. Dr. Lipsky will speak for an
hour, and an hour of discussion
will follow.
DR. LIPSKY, who received his
A.B. from the University of
Washington and his Ph.D. from
the University of California., was
invited to speak at Kenyon at
the . suggestion of two student.
who heard him speak at Low-
ville, Kentucky, over the CbriIt.
mas holidays and thought that he
would be able to present a mod-
erate, reasoned viewpoint on an
issue which has been too often
discussed with unreasoned par..
tisan emotionalism.
TURF-IN U. S. A.
As we went to preIS, we leo:rn-
ed that the Campua Senate has
instructed Dean Edwards to re-
quire the use of seats "such CD are
cndinarily provided in a regular
movie showing" in the 2 to 4
movie on Sunday morning of win.
tel' weekend. The following is
an account of the Senate's discus.
sion of that matter on February 3.
The proposed, so-called "Turf-
In", which is scheduled to height-
en the 2-4 period of War Ball
War Ball Now Snow Ball
the Saga food service, which also
caters to Kenyon. Following are
excerpts of an account of the in~
cident as reported in the Hamil-
ton Spectator:
"Freshmen and several inde-
pendents joined forces last Sun-
day evening in a food riot which
rocked the Soper Hall of the Com~
mons. A week before the dis-
contented diners strewed the com-
mons floor with milk, assorted
cold cuts, and broken china, ad-
ministrative officials had already
intensified their efforts to improve
What was once War Ball and
now runs under the doveUke
label of Winter Weekend (re-
member Sonia Henie?) will
occupy the Hill next Friday
night and Saturday.
The Social Committee has
prepared a full agenda of vig-
orous activity, to be clbecxed
by the mucb-wbtspered "Turf-
In" on Sunday morning. Stu-
dents Dlay purchase their
tickets at the door of the
Dean's - office beginning next
week or pay through the nose
al: the door for each event. A
ticket covering the entire
weekend costs $5.00: those
sold at the door Friday night
for that particular dance will
cost $2.00: $4.50 wUl be charg-
ed for Saturday night's event.
A group called "The Roam-
ers will perform Friday
night. The group Is no stran-
ger to Kenyon, having per·
formed at this time last year
under the name of "Terry
and the TwUlghters:' The
dance will last from
in the morning.
Sal:urday will be replete
with amusements, Aside from
some fraternity parties, there
will be a wrestling meet at
the Wertheimer Fieldhouse at
2:30 in the aHernoon, and. fol·
lowing that for couples in the
mood for some vertical action
- a basketball game against
Mt. Union at 4:00.
. That nighl:, Little Anthony
and the ImpeJ;ials will per-
form in Peirce Hall. In a de-
parture from past practice, no
beer will be served in the Hall
at that tfme. When the dance
ends, the (ha·ha) "Turf-In"
will begin. The title of the
movie to be shown is as yet
unannounced. but Bl11Schnall
of the Student Council Plan-
ning Comml.ttee has warned
that, "as soon as the first per-
son lights a cigarette or takes
a gulp of beer, the movie wl11
go off and the lights will Rash
on:'
SAGA RIOT ROCKS HAMILTON.-
the (ood service at the College.Kenyon College often thinks
of itself as unique in intel-
lectual climate and attitude,
but strange parallels arise at
similar institutions.
Last month, for example, the
students of Hamilton College, a
Kenyon analogue located in Clin-
ton, New York, expressed their
distaste for culinary preparation
at the college by staging a food
riot.
CURIOUSLY, Hamilton's die·
tary services are administered by
FACULTV-STUDENTS
ROUP ON VIET-NAM
With the establishment of an
live study committee, the Viet
am situation is finally a felt
esence in the Gambier com-
unity.
Starting Sunday, February 13,
the Robert Bowen Brown Gal-
lery of the Chalmers Library will
host a one-man exhibit of photo-
graphs by John Webb, an em-
ployee of the Ohio University
Publications Office.




ORGANIZED WITH THE PUR-
se of providing information on
e infinite convolutions of the
ielNamese War, the committee
elected Mr. Philip Church of
e English Department as spon-
r and Terry Robbins, a sopho-
re, as moderator of its meet.
gs. The activities of the com-
·ttee---which has yet to choose
lo.rmalname-will include pub.
g several research papers
the large, unanswered ques.
Oils of Southeast Asian affairs.
t tbeir initial meeting early this
nth, the members of the com-
ittee agreed not to assume a
isan attitUde, but to act sol-
as a source of information
d enlightenment.
~de Mr. Church, other fac-
ty members are active on the
lTUnittee;these include Mr. An-
lly Bing, Mr. Richard Hett-
gel', the Rev. Donald Rogan,
. William McCulloh, and the
v. Richard Henshaw.
'rHE COMMITTEE MEETS
l::r Monday evening at 7:00 in
Orth Ascension. The first of
t research papers will be read
the next meeting, February 14.
"THE PHOTOGRAPHS,
taken in Southeastern Ohio
summer, represent an experience
in my life," says photographer
Webb, who has a distant associa- (
tion with Kenyon by dint of ap~
pearing in a film produced last
summer which was directed by
Mr. Franklin Miller Ill, son of the
physics professor. Edward Heim-
erdinger, a senior, played a major
role in the film, along with Mrs.
Marjorie Johnson, sometime lead-
ing lady in many Hill Theater
dramatic productions.
Mr. Webb took most of the
photographs included in the ex-
hibit while on location with the
film .in which he plays a small
role. He explains that his con·
nection with the fUm was "a
doubly unique situation," for he
not only had the opportunity to
be part of the picture but also an
excellent chance to photoeraph
SNAPSHOOTER WEBB
the cast and crew as well as the
places and people there.
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC EX.
hibit of 120 pictures, which is
sponsored. by Mr. Fred Beasley of
Athens, will close Saturday, Feb-
ruary 26. According to sourees at
Ohio University, Me. Miller's ftlm
will open in commercial theatres
sometime late this spring.
"ESTIMATES of the damage
cau:;ed· by the riot have been set
at over $200 by Robert Monroe,
director of Saga operations at
Hamilton (Saga Bob revisited?).
Monroe said that the cost was
'about the same' as that of the
food riot of March, 1963.
"THE SUNDAY night supper,
which has long been termed by
students as 'The Food of the Week
in Review', consisted of home-
made vegetable soup, french fried
potatoes, assorted cold cuts, and
fruit and cookies.
"At about 6:10 p.m., freshmen
at a table near the rear of the hall
grumbled to waiter Ron Carter:
'Are we on K rations tonight?
This food isn't worth eating.'
"At 6:17, as desert was being
served, all the lights in the build-
ing went out. Headwaiter Alex
Cruden said later that he 'knew
immediately that it was a food
riot.'
"Monroe, who was in the kitch-
en at the time of the blackout,
said that he realized that 'someone
had gotten the key to the elec-
trical room where the main pow-
er switch is located,' and went
downstairs to turn the power
back on.
DURlNG the three to four min_
utes of darkness, 'food and plates
(Continued on page B)
Ii'. 0\\
PAGE TWO KENYON COLLEGIAN FEBRUARY t " he
Someone remarked last week that study is a student's pro-
fession and that like the dutiful office-worker, he should put
in as much time as possible in hs place of business. The argu-
ment would seem to invalidate any claims the student may
have to vacation time, but whoever made the remark took
little note of the student's special circumstance: study is an
occupation more rigid than employed labor; the classroom
routine is more confining and the rewards are infinitely har-
der to come by, for they are self-rendered. And there are fur-
ther, subjective difficulties, not the least of which is the seper-
atlon from communal security which the college student-es-
pecially the Kenyon student-has to endure. Our parties-
those sweaty, swift, banal repititions-provide no lasting com-
pensation for the loss of a situation in which the student can
move with interest and excitement. Only our education has
the potential of serving this need.
THE CURRENT IMBROGLIO over vacations has produced
a facinating alternative to the dreary swamp of classes to
which we must return after our mid-winter bout of relaxation.
Dean Haywood has responded to the students' request for an
alteration of the present schedule to create 3 weeks of Spring
vacation and 3 weeks of Winter vacation by pointing to the
unfeasibility of any proposed change. Should we add a week
to Spring vacation, he says, there would be no possibility of
a reading week preceding semester exams in the Winter-
something that students who had to undergo upwards of two
finals last semester desire intensely. Furthermore, the Dean
revealed that the faculty, already cheated out a week of
classes to make room for finals period, refuses to allow any
further reduction of class hours from the customary 42. This The issue of vacations produced
stinginess on the part of the faculty seems to confirm Profes- a debate that was, unusually, as
sor Charles Muscatine's observation that "No one can be productive as it was prolix. After
more conservative than a professor when it comes to educa- being informed that the students'
tional reform." preference is a wee week winter
Given that alleged attitude, no one can be sure how the vacation preceded by a reading
faculty will react to the Dean's recommendation that we use period and a three week spring
the surplus week as a special study period, in which the entire vacation, an administration fig-
campus will be given a single book to discuss or a single ure spoke on the difficulties _of
topics to examine in a series of seminars and meetings. We such an arrangement, He said
feel that this is the most exciting proposal to originate at Ken- that the proposal is "nearly im-
yon in quite some while. Such a "Think Week" would relive possible if we are to accomodate
the student of the tiresome notion that all education can be all faculty and students." He con-
tinued, pointing out that the rae-
found in the classroom. The idea is not new. Itwas this type ulty is adamantly against any
of generalized study that motivated Alexander Meiklejohn's system that would shorten the ex-
Experimental College in Wisconsin. And today at Berkeley, isting requirement of 42 classes
150 students study in a special program which devotes one per semester. Noting that "a
h three week break in the middlesemester to t e Age of Pericles and another to a similar, of the semester would be to dis-
general topic. These students are permitted to write papers ruptive," he conceded that the
about anything that interests them which relates in some way present system cheats the student
to the wide area of study. Ten years ago such a program of a reading period and may have
would have been impossible, given the conscious immaturity contributed to the poor perfonn-
of college student at that time. Now, however, the college ance of some students in semester
exams. He then gave the adminis-
student moves on a new level of maturity which should be tration's alternative, which calls
presupposed before one renews faith in the present, rigid sys- for using the fow·th week of va-
tem of education which is based on an antiquated principle of cation as an optional reading
authority. Witness the students' interest in educational re-,w=eeok='oOo"oOoWo'od=b=Y='oXo'""=o-===,
form which provoked the Free Speech Movement at Berkeley. Ii
Mr. HaYW~:lOd'ssuggestion is creditable because it contradicts
the authority principle and encourages the student's intel.
lectual responsibility. We would hope to see the program en-
acted under any new semester arrangement that the admin-
istration seeks to introduce. -R. G. F.
The Kenyon Collegian
A fortnightly Journal of Student Opinion
Box 308 Gambier. Ohio 421-4911
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"The last thing I think of myself as being 18 naive,"
-Unidentified Administrative Figure
'-- 1
On Vacations & Education
SOCIAL INCLINATIONS*
"Oh, where have you been my litlle Doll?"
"I've been to a Turf·In at Rosse Hall:'
"A WHAT. my sweel?"
"A Turf-In. Ma. U's neat.
Everyone lies an Ihe Ooor! Groovyl
And then we see 0 horror .... movie!"
New in the annals of good clean fun is the "Turf-In", an
indoor picnic-movie which will be held from 2-4 A.M. next
Sunday to celebrate the end of War Ball / Weekend. We ap-
plaud the breathy ingenuity of the plan and challenge all par-
ticipants to recount the plot of the movie which the social
committee plans to project on that mystic morning. We also
praise Dean Edwards who, in his continuing campaign to en-
dow the student with blessed memories of undergraduate
recreation, has condoned, nay, encouraged this new type of
Gambier gambol.
We also chide those who feel that this phase of Winter
Weekend is potentially lethal, in that, should word of it spread
to neighboring colleges, Kenyon will be blacklisted by all on
counts of moral turfitude. Such fears are obviously ground-
less. This is the age of expanding women's hours, a length-
ening of men's visiting privileges. Kenyon's implementation
of the proneducational movie will raise no eyebrows.-R.G.F.
• A humorous editorial. -R.D.L.
SENATE TAKES VACATIONS;
CONSIDERS CHRISTMAS
The major portion of the Campus Senate meeting of February 3
was consumed with talk of vacations, class attendance, and the rules
of behavior.
AFTER BRIEF DISCUSSION •. --o===:-C~-:-=C:-::==--:-:::::_-:-ANOTHER FACULTY MEM_
ber of the Senate doubted this
proposal, observing that, due to
the fact that exams were admin-
istered before the vacation and
the student spent 4 weeks of
study-free relxation, "the morale
at this time of the year is the
highest I've ever seen it."
the Senate passed a preliminary
resolution allowing women to en-
tel' dormitories at 10:00 A.M. on
Saturday and Sunday of the three
major dance weekends. The reso-
lution passed, however, not with-
out weak opposition from one
quarter. A member of the Sen-
ate pointed to the possible dam-
age that could be done to the Col-
lege's image if parties were held
coincident with church services
on Sunday morning. He was
then informed by a Senator con-
nected with the Church that this
view conflicted with the college's
policy emphasizing voluntary ex-
ercise of a student's religious be-
liefs. He qualified, though, by
saying that he speaks from the
standpoint of public relations a-
lone. His efforts failed, for the
resolution passed by a heavy fa-
votable vote.
After further discussion, the
Senate agreed that, however va-
cations are managed, there re-
mains on extra week which could
be applied to any activity-va-
cation, reading week, etc. Perhaps
the most inspired suggestion came
from the administration figure
who had earlier dismissed the
students' preference as untenable.
He felt that the surplus period
might well be used as a time for
special study and discussion
wherein all disciplines represent-
ed in the college would contribute
toward the examination of a
single topic. A student Senator
praised the suggestion, saying that
this kind of educational experi-
ence would free the student of
the belief that all education lies in
the classroom. It was pointed out
that several colleges have experi-
mented successfully with tran-
sition periods of this type, Stam-
ford and Ohio's Capital University
among them.
Announcement
In response to many
questions we have received
from our readers. the next
issue of the Collegian will
contain a thoroughly re-
searched critique of the col-
lege Iudicial Board. its rec-
ord, practices, policies. and
the concepts on which it
was founded,
Since we desire a telling
expression of student opin-
ion on this matter. we in-
vite all students and faculty
with valuable views on the
operations of the board to
submit letters articulatinq
their opinions to the editor.
Names will be withheld on
request. though we should
hope that several prominent
figures in the college com-
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and two journeymen histo
professors will take the'
places in the classroom settin
during this semester.
THE NEW SEMINAR, found
and conducted by Professors A
ango, Clor, and Evans, repfesen
a cooperation of disciplines _ p
litical Science, History, aJ1
Psychology. According to a prill
ed prospectus and syllabus avai
able in the Registrar's Office,til
"chief task of the seminar will
to gain various perspectives 0
Freud's Psychology, Sartre's ~
istentialjsm, Croce's Idealism,an
the Pragmatism of Dewey, and(
evaluate their impact on lhi
century."
Speaking for the seminar
tripartite cerebral battery, M
Michael Evans of the history d
partment said, "OW' concern is
~a~ about these men as hurnal
isuc scholars ... and to discu.
their views of society, man, OJ:
history." Mr. Evans said that th
course readings will deal wi
"general problems" rather th.;
concentrate on "an explicit hi
tory of details;'
ASKED WHAT MOTIVAt
the wee in constructing the ne
seminar, which will meet for ap
proximately three hours oneMen
day evening each month, III
Evans said, "We feel that sever
different perspectives can
brought to bear by people spea
ing from different disciplines,"
The prospectus emphasizes..!h
enrollment in the seminar will
limited to a dozen and will
filled on a selective basis. Alli
terested are urged to sign-up wi
the Registrar.
IN ANOTHER DEVELOPMEN
in the growth of learning locall
two history professors have bee
procured from Denison Unive
sity. The two-Wyndham
Southgate and David S. Watson
have signed to teach for this
mester only. Both carry distil
guished records. Professor Sou
gate, an undergraduate and gra
uate alumnus of Harvard Ijnive
sity, is the author of John Jew
and the Problem of
Authority. He has written ~
lifically for all the best trade ~
odicals. Professor Watson, w
trained at the University of C
cage, is a specialist in the field
modern British history and EUJ'
pean intellectual history. He
presently at work on a paper fo
the Council for the Study ofMal
kind entitled "The Concept
Mankind in the Rennaissance ar
Enlightenment Thought.
HINDUISM NEXT ON TOUI
OF RESURGENT RELIGION!
The Kenyon Christian Fello~
ship has begun a series of leclUJ'
on "Resurgent Religions" withtil
poised, witty presentation ofPI
Ieesor A. Denis Baly in the 10Ulll
of Peirce Hall last month.
IN THE NEXT THRt
months, the Fellowship will f
ture speakers who will enlarge
the religions that Mr. Baly ci
as resurgent. On February
Professor James Norton of th
College of Wooster will deliver
address on Buddhism. The f~
lowing week, the Reverend Cant
A. K. Cragg, Visiting Professor
the Union Theological se~_~
in New York will treat Is....
And the last of the resurgents-
Hinduism-will be the topic
Professor Ediriweera SarachchaJ
dra of the University of C;~
who is a visiting Lecturer at J-'~
ioon University. He will spel
on April 10.
Each of these meetings will.
followed by an informal reC€PtlO
at the Chaplain's howe.





Thoughthe extent ?f th~ United
res' involvement l.n VIet Nam
~ been steadily increasing,
're has been a noticeable lag in
e public awareness of the na-
re of our presence there. In
e past, the split in opinion
out the war has been character-
as a battle between Hawks
Doves,as if it were some div-
ling avian "dog-fight" with
ch trying to pluck a ribbon
m the other's tail. It has taken
long time for the controversy
evolvefrom its image of rad-
l peevishness to its present
dgingly respectable stature.
e imminent Congressional de-
le bas done much to eradicate
e condescensionimplicit in the
attitude towards the Hawks
d Doves. Equally important
bringingthe entire Viet Nam-
e problem before the public
COMMITTEE STATES GOALS
have been the draft card burnings
and other newsworthy demon-
strations. Regrettably, although
there is interest and although
there is an attempt to be familiar
with our present South East
Asian problem, there is no con-
venient source of information
about the question most people
ask. Who is Ho Chi Minh? Who
are the Viet Cong? Other than
being the supposed "bad guys"
few can readily say. This can
be understood in the population
as a whole, but at a college----this
coljege-c-it is inexcusable.
KENYON STUDENTS
should be especially aware of
Viet Nam, for they fall under the
title of those "eligible for the
draft." Yet because of the de-
mands of studies there is little
time to ferret out the background
material seldom covered in the
news media. Also, it must be
admitted that there is a consid-
erable degree of political com-
placency at this college which
is severe enough to have caused
a plea from the editorial writers
of the Collegian for more politi-
cal interest at all levels. It is
unfortunate that those who should
be closest to the Viet Namese
problem both by their education
and by their potential participa-
tion, find themselves uninterested
or unable to find the answers to
their questions.
This situation has prompted
twenty-five members of the fac-
ulty and student body to form the
Committee on the War in Viet
Nam. We have not formed to
crusade. Many of us were con-
cerned about the war, many were
concerned about their own lack
of knowledge about it, and many
of us were bothered by the dearth
of impartial information. In re-
searching the issue for our own
edification, it became clear that
in sharing what we found out we
could perform a valuable service.
Therefore we are planning to. pub-
lish short factual papers on the
sort of fundamental questions
that are glossed over in the con-
temporary and often speculative
discussions which are common at
this time.
WE MUST INSIST that while
each member of the committee
has his own opinion about the in-
volvement in Viet Nam, the com-
ittee itself is neither pro nor con.
We wish only to provide the am-
munition for both sides; to edu-
cate, not indoctrinate. When suf-
ficient information has been gath-
ered, when interest has been evi-
denced, and when opinions are ex-
pressed then we hope to drop the
role of encyclopedists to sponsor
a debate or some such similarly
ambitious project- But even if a
formal debate never arises, and
all that ever occurs are small bull-
session type discussions, then our
committee will have been success-
fuL At least in that case, some
people will have read enough and
will care enough to make their
own decisions about U. S. policy
in Viet Nam.
Respectfully,
The Committee on the
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"Youwould think the pres-
t college student would not
interested in such a thing,"
id admissions director Tra-
Scudder of the latest high
hool contact program that
as first carried out during
e past Christmas recess.
ut," he added, "it really
orked."
THIS PARTICULAR HIGH
hool contact program differ-
somewhat from whatever
hers the college may have in
at the students who volun-
ered for it operated pretty
uch on their own, although
me worked with Kenyon
umni in their areas. Beyond
pplytng the Kenyon stu-
nts with the appropriate lit-
ature and presumably some
vice,the admissions depart-
ent kept the program a stu-
nt-run affair. In fact, it was
student (William Schnall)
hocame up with the idea for
isprogram in the first place.
Basically, the "idea" was for
number of Kenyon students,
ere were about 70 vol un-
ers, to talk informally with
ospective college freshmen
om their (the Kenyon stu-
nts') high school and/or
me area.
THE PLAN WAS SUC·
fsful to the extent that some
lgh school seniors w ere
leased with the attention"
ey received and were sub-
~uently impressed wit h
enyonwhereas they may not
aVeeven heard of the place
herwise. Also, all the Ken-
On students involved in the
rogram claim they were well
..eived in the schools they
Sited.
However, the program did
ot produce an overwhelming
crease in applications, for,
Spite of its success, it was
tnewhat i1l*timed since
lany high school seniors are7ady committed to another
lege. Mr. Scudder suggest-




I would like to thank the stu-
dents who assisted the Admis-
sions Office during the past
Christmas vacation by visiting
their schools and talking with
with guidance counselors and stu-
dents about Kenyon College.
MORE THAN SEVENTY VOL-
unteered for the project. They
were supplied with the names
and addresses of the students
from their areas who had ex-
pressed an interest in the College.
A number took bulletins and cat-
alogues to be handed out if the
occasion demanded.
I must say that those who have
already reported their experiences
showed energy, ingenuity, and et-
rcuveness in their efforts. Sev-
eral exhibited movies and slides
of the Campus. A number com-
bined efforts with local alumni
and entertained groups at alumni
homes. Others telephoned and
repeated telephoning until the
candidate was finally reached. A
few secured permission of their
counselors to address as many as
fifty juniors and seniors. One
drove thirty miles in the wilds
of Kansas to persuade a Merit
Finalist that Kenyon was prob-
ably a far better choice for him
than the University of Chicago.
PERHAPS THE MOST UNI-
que account carne from a fresh-
man who was sent to a physics
class to speak on Kenyon. The
teacher of the class had just been
given an expensive necktie as a
class Christmas gift. Our repre-
sentative had to stand aside for
some twenty minutes as the
teacher thanked the class and
hinted his appreciation that he
was so popular.
The plan which might be called,
"Operation Christmas," suggested
by Bill Schnall and approved by
the Student Council, was a very
real success. Subsequent letters
received from contacted prospec-
tive students indicate their ap-
preciation and their pleasure that
Kenyon students would show this
much interest.
Tracy Scudder
moved by sending out the vol-
unteering students over the
spring recess and having them
talk to juniors. However it is
done, though, the admissions
department plans to continue




We have observed the con,
struction of the two new "L-
shaped" dormitories in the park-
ing lot behind Old Kenyon with
considerable interest. For the
most part we merely wondered
how the structures would finally
look after being altered to fit the
College's budget. Admittedly, we
were rather pleased with the con-
struction until the two leering
gargoyles raised their incongru-
ous heads on either side of' Old
Kenyon. W h i Ie architecture
matching the original three build-
ings on the south end of the Hill
would be impractical and expen-
sive, we had hoped that the ap-
pearance of the new structures
would be more in keeping with
Kenyon's semi-gothic style.
IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED
that the gargoyles (is there a bet-
ter appelation?) are meant to en-
hance the graceful soarings and
symmetries of Old Kenyon's
spires, but we see nothing in them
but homely and jagged geometry.
The effect of the gargoyles might
have been very pleasing had they
been erected at Oberlin, for in,
stance, where they would have
lent further variety to that
school's architecture, but the new
buildings do not, with their pro-
tuberances, fit into the context
of Old Kenyon, Leonard, and
Hanna Halls. After automobiles
have been removed. from the Hill
because of aesthetic offensiveness,
we feel that the skylights (is that
what they really eret), looking
like cauliflower ears on Old Ken-
yon, are also aesthetically detri-
mental to the beauty of the Cam-
pus.
The skylights could have been
placed in less obtrusive surround-
ings, unseen from the center of
the Hill, leaving the visible parts
of the new dormitories with sim-
ple pediments and the traditional
slate reoves.
NONETHELESS, we do not feel
that the architect's efforts should
go unrewarded by the Kenyon
student body. The Colleqian or
some other student organization
should take the initiative to in-
vite Mr. Kling to the Annual
Awards Breakfast held the Sun-
day morning of Spring Dance
Weekend by the Kokosing.
Cordially.
Douqlas Johnson. '67
Doug-las Maru. ex officio
DISTANCE DEBATED
by C. Johnson T09Q'a:rt
Interviews with faculty members indicate a general disagreement
with an editorial in the Collegian of Nov. 5 that concerned itself with
"academic distance." This was defined as "that separation, tacit and
comfortable, maintained by the teacher and student who agree not
to let their degree of contact deepen past the point of productive
dialogue." Specifically, most of the faculty members interviewed
defended their right to complain about student social activity when
it interferes with their attendance or performance in class, and saw
nothing objectionable in official or semi-official student evaluation
of professors.
TO MR. ROBERT FINK.
Professor of Classics, the problem
was not that academic distance is
threatened, but that it is too great
already. "Every professor posts
office hours and adds 'and by ap-
pointment' to them," he said, but
students and adviseea seldom seek
the advice of professors. Nor, he
complains, do they take advantage
of other opportunities to come to
know professors. "How many Ira,
ternity members do you see talk-
ing to chaperones at parties?" he
asked. Concerning faculty com-
plaints about student activities, he
said, "A professor has a right to
complain about absences if he
thinks they are detracting from I ==============.
the students learning If you doll 1
not want your students killed,' I
don't see any objection to saying
so. As to student rating of faculty
performance, Mr. Fink said "Are
we prepared to assert that no stu-
dent evaluation goes on at Ken-
yon?" He said that it would pro-
bably be better to have the stu-
dents rate the professors openly
and responsibly instead of behind
the scenes. But he objected to
special student committees. pre-
ferring rating by poll and publica,
tion.
Mr. Carl Brehm, Associate Pro
ressor of Economics, said that stu
dents generally lack the maturity
to rate professors. "Men whom
I would not have rated very high
as an undergraduate I would rate
high now," he said. To the extent
that student complaints are legiti
mate, he said, "I think the grape
vine works." But he defended the
right of the faculty to complain
about student activity. "I think
a professor has every right to com
plain about student activity." U
a student is doing damage to him
self, he asserted, "I think someone
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In contrast, Mr. Wendell Lind-
strom, Professor of Mathmatics,
defended the informal system of
student rating and opposed faculty
intervention in student life. While
saying, "I certainly think that stu*
dents ought to speak out" if they
dislike adminisration treatment of
the faculty, he added that formal
rating would accomplish nothing.
On the other question, he said, "I
think the faculty ought to stay
out of student life."
Inlerviews may be llC:heduled al
The Office of the Dean
MR. EDWARD HARVEY, Pro-
fessor of French, said, "The stu-
dents should not be Officially con.
suited" on matters relating to the
composition of the faculty. As to
faculty interference in student
life, he looks on it as an exercise
in futility. "I don't see why peo-
ple have to keep on celebrating
until Sunday evening," he declar-
ed, but added, "I'm not too optim-
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PROFESSOR SALOMO,N DIES AT 81
CommunityMoumsDepcrture of Great Scholar
and the University of Hamburg. was an inveterate attender of so that each day of each year was :present the historian's view
films rts, I'd In exact order storical playwrights. Her,UPON HIS ESCAPE from Hit "'~, conce ec urea an sym- " •• u ...- an excerpt: <Describing JOil
ler Germany in 1937, Salomon posiuma in Gambier. Among his other publications "She has a somewhat unconun
spent two years at the University ONE OF PROF. SALOMON'S were numerous histories of the face: eyes very wide apart .'
of Pennsylvania, Swarthmore, and more noted works was his edt- founding of the Episcopal Church bulging as they often do i~~
Bryn Mawr as a lecturer of his- tion, in two volumes of the auto- in Ohio and the founding of Ken- agirrative people, a long ~JfI
tory. In 1939he came to Gambier biographical note of Opiclnus de yon; for example: "Chase in shaped nose with wide nOlitIile
as Professor of History at Kenyon Canistrts. De Canlstrts was Ohio," "Philander Chase, Norman short upper lip, resolute but fS,
Collegeand also a CookProfessor something of a pundit in 14th Nash, and Charles Bulfinch, a lipped month, and a handsoU
of Church History at Bexley Hall Century Germany, writing among Study in the Origins of Old Ken- fighting chin (how could it III
Prof. Salomon retired in 1959,the other things, a political treatise yon." Most of these works ap- otherwise?)
same year he received an honer- on the conflictbetween Pope John peared in publications of the Ohio ."Mr. GBS: Some more tea'
ary degree from Kenyon. Prof. XXII and Emperor Louis the Historical Association. biscuit perhaps? Help Yo~
Salomonwas a naturalized Arner- Bavarian. What is particularly Prof. Salomon was not without won't you.
ican citizen. He was a member significant about de Canistris' a sense of humor. Ap.....aring in Th Lad (... ...~ • y St. Joan): Noth~-,
of the American Historical Asso- autobiography is that it was pro- the January 1942 issue of Hika. Thanks just the same. .'<II\Il
dation, the Church Historical So· duced in an age particularly de- was Salomon's satire "An Epi-
dety, and the Renaissance So. void of autobiography. De Can. logue to the Epilogue of St. Joan." Mr. GBS: (with slight emb<U1
dety of America, among others. istris arranged his notes covering The scene Salomon wrote about sment) You don't expect a ci
Tho Salomon' Itve In a Ierge f rt f .,_ lif' ._ . arette I hope?" "t:U... " 0 y years 0 •..." e in a ...rge was a dramatic confrontation be-
white house on Main Street next diagram consisting of forty con. tween G. B. Shaw and St. Joan Lady: No, no, Georgie. Nat,
to the bookstore. During his re- centric circles, a circle for each on the SOOthanniversary of St. this sanctum, I know. Still YQ1
tirement, in addition to his year of his life. The whole system Joan's trial. The scene took place old brand of protestantism'
scholarly work, Prof. Salomon was encircled by a calender ring, in Shaw's office,and it could well ~esting against everything, ~~
::;';iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiliiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.llallY against things that pleaiii other people. No meat for lit
years - something of a goa
d.iet, isn't it? And speaking
cigarettes: my old companioru;
the army had none, poor cha
for reasons of history. Sir Wa
IknerRaleigh and all that, y
ow. They would have teU
ed a cigarette in the trenches
fore Orleans. And personally
remember certain hours in
life when smoke could havehel
ed me a great deal. But then
the very end I did have somew
too much smoke. No clgaret
thank you.
Mz. GBS: (relieved) wen, we
as you like."
Richard G. Salomon, emeri-
tus Professor of History and
Ecclesiastical Studies at Ken-
yon, was an imaginative and
prolific scholar. Just a few
days before his death at 81,
Prof. Salomon completed a re-
search project begun thirty-
two years .l!go in Hamburg,
Germany.
THE RESEARCH PROJECT
concerned editing Latin court
documents and letters exchanged
during a conflict between the
Church and Hamburg's city coun-
cil in the 14th Century. Prof.
Salomon began work on the pro-
ject in 1934,but he was forced to
discontinue his efforts with his
departure from Germany in 1937
under fear of Hitler's persecution.
In 1962,however, the work was
rediscovered in Germany, and
Prof. Salomon was asked by the
city of Hamburg to complete the
work. The final manuscript is
now en route to a publisher in
Hamburg.
Richard Georg Salomon was
born in Berlin in 1884. He re-
ceived his master's and doctoral
degrees from the University of
Berlin in 1907, and then served
as a research assistant at the Mon·
umenta Germaniae Historica in
Berlin for seven yers. In 1914,
Salomon moved to Hamburg -and




The feature article un the Rev-
erend Donald Rogan in the issue
of Dec. 10 and the news story on
"faith meetings" which he has
hosted merely suggest the activi·
ty being sponsored by the chap·
lain's officethis year. But they do
not even hint at the spirit and
style which Mr. Rogan has
brought to the chaplaincy.
THE REPORTON the meetings
Mr. Rogan had with the Roman
Catholic and Jewish students sug-
gests that these meeings were
gestures, that is, a brotherhood·
week obligation merely tangential
to the chaplain's main role. In
fact, no one who has dealt with
the new'chaplain has not been
impressed with his complete sin·
cerity of purpose in promoting not
his own persuasion but critical
discussion of ali religious prob.
lems. In these meetings he was
at once sharp and sympathetic. No
one doubts his own commitment,
but this does not stand in the way
of his helping students to under-
stand the significanceof their own
faiths, or his engaging students in
meaningful dialogue on contem·
porary problems. Ecumenicism
s not a catch word for Mr. Rog·
an; he lives it.
Mr. Rogan's COnCelTIwith mak·
ng students religiously aware is
not confined to this type of meet·
ing. He has taken the initiative
in arranging lectures for the com·
ing semester; and various other
intramural programs are being
planned.
MIL ROGAN DOES NOT view
religion as a compartment of
one's life, but rather as a dimen·
sion of one's whole existence. He
has brought a vision of social con-
science to a community which at
best has been content with a verb-
al liberalism. His sermons have
jarred some, outraged others, but
Mr. Rogan has succeeded in get-
ting not a few members of the
community to reassess the quality
and firmness of their convictions,
an accomplishment of which
otkers have tried and failed.
There is nothing of the pedes·
trian about Mr. Rogan; one is
struck by his imaginative ap·
proach. C(Il'l S. Mankowits. '66
An Appreciation of Richard Georg Salomon
Richard Salomonand his wife Gladys had dinner with us the other
night. We had no premonition that it was our last social gathering
together. But it will remain indelibly in our memory for Richard's
great qualities shone on this occasion as they did on countless other
visits. He was a great friend, warm in his response. His
interest and curiosity had the freshness of youth. He relished hear-
ing the details of our trip to Nigeria and picked our brains about the
military coup which had just occured there. He exchanged shop talk
on Renaissance historiography with Michael Evans whom he met for
the first time. He had a fund of reminiscences to share about the
historical craft, about his native Germany, and about his family.
AS I DROVEHIMHOMETHATNIGHT. I thought of the distance
he had come to Gambier and the remarkable courage and resiliency
he possessed to have survived the shocks which Hitlerian Gennany
had dealt him. He has lived in this village almost continuously
since 1939and taught at both ends of the hill. But this marks his
second career.
His first career was a distinguished one in Gennany: a Ph. D. in
history from the University of Berlin, research assistant for Mong.
mentum Germaniae· Historica (the model compilation of early
German historical documents painstakingly edited), reasercher at the
Colonial Institute in Hamburg, and professor of history at the Uni·
versity of Hamburg from 1919 to 1934, when the Nazi authorities
dismissed him while waiting for permission to leave Germany he
completed a major piece of historical research-deciphering the
coded writings of an Italian medieval mystic, the monk Opicinus de
Canistrus, and he began a study in the Hamburg Stat~ Archives of
the documents of a fourteenth century law suit between the city
of Hamburg and the Church. The law suit records are unique in
that they contain the only extant appeal to the papal court at Avig-
non. He was unable to complete his editorial task before he was
forced into exile. During the last war the documents were hidden
for safekeeping and then lost. A few years ago portions of them re-
appeared together with Richard Salomon's notes interleaved. He
was invited to return to Hamburg to complete the job of editing.
When he protested that he was too old to make the change, the Ham-
burg authorities sent the manuscript to him. Hardly more than two
weeks ago he finished the task, had the thousand-page manuscript
and notes copied on the Library's new Xerox machine, and mailed
them to Hamburg. He confided to me that there had been times
when he was not sure that he would live long enough to finish this
work-a crowning achievement to his career.
BUT HE DEFIED the weakness of his body which had plagued
him in the last few years (a broken hip and other maladies) as he
had defied so much before. In his second career in Gambier he be-
came an authority on Church history in general and the history of
the Protestant Episcopal Church in Particular. He was the official
historiographer of the Diocese of Ohio and the unofficial historio-
grapher of Kenyon College. During the Second World War he
taught American History to army groups training at Kenyon and
served at the German desk of the OSS (intelligence service). He
was one of the most respected and beloved teachers in both the
Collegeand Bexley Hall. He kindled in many generations of Kenyon
men his enthusiasm for medieval and early modern European His-
tory in the old introductory course, History 1-2, and he taught a
famous upperclassmen course in Russian and Eastern History. He
has been a faculty member of the Archon fraternity since its found-
ing-only one of many manifestations of his interest in students and
their affairs. Another indication was the number of former Gennan
~tudents who beat a path to his door. He was a familiar figure at
Kenyon plays, concerts, lectures, and student symposiums.His knowl-
edge of nineteenth century German music, popular as well as classi-
cal, was encyclopedic.Although he retained many of the outward for-
malities of his old German university world, he was democratic in
his tastes and sympathies, and he became a discriminating admirer
of his adopted land. I recall how deeply moved he was by the simple
ceremony eonducted by Judge Charles Hayden, when he was admit-
ted to American citizenship.
Richard has laid down his pen. A great scholal' h;ls departed. But
we, his friends, have lost more than a great scholar from our midst;
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OoR THE MERRIER
[ilJier'sOthello: A Burnt Out Cork
by Robert D. Lehmann
LawrenceOlivier's Othello is certainly nothing like the Noble
r whom Paul Robeson made popular with audiences of thirty
5 ago. From the first time he is onstage, lounging against a
and dreamily sniffing a rose, we know tht Olivier has created
wtal1ynew interpretation of Othello. Hamlet has all-too-often
n simplified into an ordinary Angry Young Man. Likewise,
hellousually comes through as a Noble Savage, helpless against the
<ilizedwiles and trickery of the Florentine Iago. Olivier's Othello,
contrast,is almost a caricature of minstrel blackface. He moves
th the jerky angular motions of an Uncle Tom, he rolls his eyes
rllickshis lips, his makeup job is obviously of burnt cork. He is
r(lpousand self-satisfied, looking, as one observer put it, like a UN
legate from a new African nation.
LIVIVIER'S UNIQUE INTER_, Co-rt-un-'-te--C,y-'Ch-.-dCo-.-,-n-ot-o'o-oCk-Olik::-.
alion of his role is obviously Desdomeona-she is too obvious-
resh attempt to provide a solu- ly a grown woman. And Shake-
"
for a question that has never , 0.-. . '" yo"-'speare s scemona IS" .....
n adequately answered about as his Ophelia. As Richard Bur.
play: what really motivates ton's Hamlet demonstrated, it is
's complete destruction of the almost impossible to find an ac-
r! Most critics have had to tress who combines a teen-age
content with explaining Iago girl's looks with the acting ability
d his actions as the product of to do a mad scene or Desdemona's
incarnate evil. Olivier's pro- preparation for bed..
rtion certainly provides a more As Roderigo, Robert Lang is
listie explanation-by casting superb. He is a perfect gull, nev-
euo as an arrogant and self- er betraying an instant's compre-
·stiedgeneral, Iago'a actions be- hension.
me the predictable manipula-
n.'lofa viciously ambitious en-
" nice theory, but it doesn't
rk. The first halI of the play
uld be Iagc'a; his ingenious
auver.ings should overplay
ellc's growing doubt. But the
nd half of the play should be
Moor's. lago has little to do
this portion but put the finish-
touches on his trap (such as
murder of Roderigo). Othel-
shouldplunge to the murder,
role in his mistake, and then,
t as heroically, be crushed
en he recognizes Iago's use of
And you can't do all this
than Uncle Tom.
CASSIO IS UNCONVINCING,
but that is Shakespeare's fault,
and not Derek Jacobi's. It was
the playwright who appointed the
tosspot and lover to the lieuten-
ancy, and the Cypriot men, if not
the women, will be sorry to see
him supplant Othello as governor.
thello, as Olivier plays him,
uld not have even won Desde-
na. The Moor has romanced
r entirely with his narration of
ime experiences. But Olivier,
ibing his wooing to the
ke, sounds so self-satisfied that
doubt Desdemona's [udge-
nt,rather than admire her for
r choice.
FrankFinlay's Iago is excellent.
rvetess and unemotional, he is
excellent Villain, gigantically
ick-witted and ironic. In a role
rly as demanding as Othello's,
is much more effective. His
Itude, at once intense and im-
ssive,is so perfectly maintained
t we are genuinely startled
en he yells as Othello stabs
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Normally, after the students'
retreat, Gambier rests in a sunlit
chrysalis of inactivity. This sum-
mer, however, the town will
awake with the presence of a
fully-operable resident summer
theatre.
KNOWN AS THE GAMBIER
Summer Playhouse the theatre
will employ twenty actors and
theatre technicians. Members
of the company have worked in
such renowned summer theatres
as the Colony Playhouse in Maine,
Pasadena Playhouse in California,
Perry-Mansfield Theatre in Colo-
rado, Old Log Theatre in Minne-
apolis, and St. Michael's Play-
house in Vermont.
WHERE THE GIRLS ARE
One of the few outposts of female civilization in Gambier
flourishes in Ascension Hall daily except Sunday. There,
Kenyon's bevy of secretaries wrestle with mounds of paper-
work in a curious subculture serving the needs of Academia.
The girls are truly the unsung heroines of campus life.
CURRENTLY they are all agog work for," then nearly bit her
over their new Xerox copier pencil in two and piped up "Let's
which should lessen their work change sweet to kind." From a-
load considerably. Also antici- cross the room came a suggestion,
pated in some quarters - new "Let's say pleasant, too."
"high class" office furniture. But
on the whole, the girls are em-
inently satisfied, even happy,
with their life at Kenyon.
All Ascension secretaries are
commuters of sorts, that is they
drive in from Mount Vernon
every day, and it is interesting
to note that their opinions of the
Kenyon Man do not jibe with tbe
musings of the majority of the
residents of the Colonial City.
Mrs. Marjorie Woodward, who
has worked for five years at Ken-
yon and is currently one of Mr.
Kushan's secretaries remarks "I
think the impression Mount Ver-
non has is quite warped. I think
as a whole they're a fine bunch
of young men." She cryptically
adds, ''The only suggestion I have
is that they get another barber in
Gambier." Mrs. "Lee" Wilson,
secretary to the Dean, adds blush-
ingly, "I feel they're my little
boys."
BUT IF THEY LIKE the stu-
dents, the secretaries are even
more emphatic about their bosses.
Mrs. Woodward was moved to re,
mark that she has "the nicest boss
in the school" and this has
brought a chorus of protests from
thc other girls, each championing
her own boss. One of the secre-
taries in President Lund's office,
Mrs. Mary Ann Rohler, confided
that he was "a very sweet man to
The Playhouse will present five
plays from June 28 to September
3 in the Hill Theatre of Kenyon
College. The plays to be presen-
ted include two comedies, Bare-
foot in the Park by Neil Simon
and The Misanthrope by Moliere;
a musical comedy, The Fantcu-
ticks: a serious play, A Streetcar
Named Desire by Tennessee Wil_
liams; and a sea epic, Billy Budd.
a dramatization by DeWitt Bo-
dean of Herman Melville's fam-
ous short story.
Mrs. Marcella Haldeman likes
her boss also, but she thinks that
she might be something of a jinx.
She is the Chaplain's secretary
and has had three bosses in the
last Iour years. As she says, "I
don't know whether it's me or the ALTHOUGH THE PLAY-
house has no formal connection
with the college, a host of Gam-
bier luminaTies will participate
in its management. The Artis-
tic Director for the Playhouse is
Ted Walch, a 1963 Kenyon gra-
duate. Walch has directed plays
at Northwestern University and
will receive his Masters degree
in the Theatre from Catholic Uni-
versity in Washington, D.C. this
June. Last summer Walch was
stage manager for the State De-
partment tour of Eugene O'Neill's
Ab, Wilderneul through Israel
and seven European countries.
While at Kenyon, Walch directed
the successful production of Ten-
nessee Williams' Orpheus De_
&c:e'D'ding. presented. at the Hill
Theatre 'in November of 1962.
bosses."
TWO OF THE SECRETARIES.
Mrs. Myrtle McKown, the record-
er, and Mrs. Evelyn Given, the
dean of students secretaries, are
new to their jobs this year. Get-
ting accustomed to Kenyon-style
beauracracy has proven a chat-
lenge. Mrs. Given sighs, "It's
never boring" and Mrs. McKown
laments that whenever she is
learning the answers to one set
of questions students begin ask.
ing different questions.
Mrs. Hope Weir, who is the
Faculty Secretary, notes that be-
sides the secretaries' fondness
for students and bosses, they get
along well together to a degree
remarkable for so large a group
of women. During their lunch
hour they all attend movies that
the ROTC etten sponsors ("Last
time we went to Jamaica.") and
at Christmas-time the girls all get
together and throw a covered-dish
party for their bosses. There was
a mercifully anonymous sugges-
tion that next year the bosses take
the secretaries out to dinner.
Initial trustees of the Play,
house, which has been incor-por-
ated as a non-profit organization,
are Walch, president; James E.
Michael, Chairman of the Drama
Department at Kenyon; and Mrs.
Dorothy, S. Longaker of Gambier,
who wiu serve as secretary-treas_
urer. ..
The trustees have announced.
that all profits will be returned
to the operation or disbursed to
other charitable causes. Dona,
tions are being solicited to meet
the theatre's opening costs. Tick.
et prices range from $2.00 to $2,50
and season tickets for the 5 show
season sell for $8.00. Information
the harp while bodying forth an about the theatre can be obtained
attitude of melancholy romanti- by writing the- Gambier Summer
ctsm. Another composition which Playhouse, Box 599 Gambier.
achieved a transcendent state- Ohio.
ment was the Sonata (Wotquenne Ir===============;
139) by Carl Phillippe Emanuel
Bach, one of the proliflc family.
The Sonata's peculiar chann
might have been translated by
Shakespeare as:
When to the sessions of .~
sil8llt thouqh!. "==':':'''':':'':::==C==='7=;='I summon up remlhnbrcmce of I
Band by M. Toumier - a sketchy I
thlnqs past • • . 1 ---~ 1 tgross Y unsUL"1.~U a tempt at
THE SECOND HALF of the creating an impression of Gerah-
program resembled, in the words winesque concert jazz.
of an observer, the early morn-
ing sign-off music of a Canadian
radio station. The Hindemith
Sonata was a sleepy failure by
dint of trying to express modern
visceral ideas in a Rennaisance
voice. And by far the most tur-
gid embarassment of the musical
idiom that this reporter has ever
heard was the last item on the
program-something called JaD
ZABALETA PLAYS HARP TO GET;




Senor Za~leta played as encores
lacked the vigorous and sanguine
treatment that would do ~
justice in the care ot a symphony
orchestra. But senor Zabaleta's
gilt artistry more than compen-
sated for the insufficiency of his
uniform program.
PA.GE SIX KENYON COLLEGIAN
106 Points!
HOOPSTERS CHASE CONFERENCE -- SET RECORDS
The Kenyon Lords, fresh from a vigorous contest with
Denison last night, will face a tough Mt. Union squad at the
Wertheimer Fieldhouse tomorrow night. A large crowd is
expected, and not surprisingly, for the team has now more
than doubled its victory total of last year, and has dazzled
the Ohio Conference in the process.
--~:-c--~
LAST SATURDAY NIGHT. for
example, the Lords joined the ex-
clusive clutch of OC powers who
have surpassed the centur-y mark
with their 106-86 win over Centre
College in a game held at Ohio
Wesleyan. The chief contribu-
tors to the tally, which broke the
week-long Kenyon record of 98
set against Wabash the previous
Saturday, were John Dunlop with
36, Terry Parmalee with 20, Dick
Fox with 17, and Kit Marty with
12. This was the first time this
year that the team boasted more
than two men in the double fig-
ure column.
In the earlier record-setting
performance, which took place on
January 29, the Lords began to
look more like a team while they
pasted the Wabash Little Giants
98-79, An extra burst of speed
was added to the backcourt game
with the return of Captain Gene
Harley, who managed to decoy
the opposing defense away from
John Dunlop, thus enabling the
Coshocton ace to score on many
occasions. Harley also did his
share, sinking two field goals and
two free throws in the first half,
which ended with Kenyon ahead
51-33.
THE SECOND HALF was
marked by the fierce shooting of
TelTY Parmalee, who is from
Solon, and not Parma, Ohio, as
erroneously reported in the last
CQlleqian. Though wabssn closed
Kenyon's point plurality to 10,
Par-malee bailed the locals out
and stretched the score to 80-64.
Confident of victory, Coach Har-
rison pulled out his starters with
2 minutes to go in the game and
fielded an all-freshman contin-
gent, which proceeded to break
a 'r-year record by one point on
Steve Ryan's lay-up in the last
seconds.
The less said the better about
the Wittenberg debacle on Jan-
uary 31. Though alibis are usu-
ally inadmissible in team sports,
one reason for our loss to this
northern Ohio team may have
been the absence from the line-up
of sophomore Terry Parmalee. It
was clear that the sharpshooting
forward was the subject of a dis-
ciplinary measure resulting from
a situation which Coach Bob Har-
rison characterized as "a family
affair." The Coach gave assur-
ances that Parmalee will play in
all of the rernainmg games.
HARRISON HAD FURTHER
words about the Wittenberg game,
saying that "John Dunlop was not
mentally ready for this game."
Dunlop hit only 3 of 13 field goal
attempts, but remained our high
scorer with 11 points. As a team,
the Lords hit on 17 of 69 field
-toal attempts for a paltry per-
centage of .246. "We had too
many turnovers in the Wabash
game", said Harrison, "We would
just throw the ball away. Heck,
we only had five turnovers in the
Wabash game and look what hap-
pened."
Harrison attributes our occa-
sionally erratic performance to
which he feels will diminish as
they weather a few more years
of Ohio Conference competition.
He is, however, pleased with the
the freshman improvements. John
Dunlop had never brought the
ball up against the press before
coming to college. Ed Shook has
made the transition from high
school forward to a college guard.
Lar-r-y Finstrorn. who had diffi-
culty with his defensive game at
the beginning of the season, has
now learned to play man-to-man,
and Kit Marty and Don "Chip-
munk" Swartz have overcome
their earlier nervousness and now
play like local playground demi-
gods-fast, confident, heroic.
THE TEAM'S NEW·FOUND
perfection was demonstrated in
their most evenly-calibrated game
yet, against a tough Transylvania
quintet on February 4. The ex-
citing 86-82 victory was the pro-
duct of much carefully orchestra-
ted teamwork. Hampered by
HARD TO CATCH-THOSE LORDS
many minor violations and turn-.
overs, Kenyon just kept pace
with the Bloodsuckers in the first
half. After exchanging the lead
many times, Kenyon took the lead
30-28 on a jumper by Gene Har-
ley. Following baskets by John
Dunlop and "Dank" Parmalee
gave the Lords a halftime advan-
tage of 40-36.
Several ties highlighted the
second half, as Whitson, Atkinson,
and Schell all turned on for 'rran ,
sylvania. Harley connected on
rapid baskets to score most of his
13 points here and Dunlop con-
verted several one-and-one plays
to keep the Lords narrowly ahead.
With 1:50 remaining and the score
tied at 76-76 Dunlop completed
a 3-point play on a beatiful drive.
After Dick Fox added a tip-in,
Dunlop showed his defensive met-
tle by snuffing an opposing play
and winning the resulting jump
for possession. The play went
to diminuittve Don Swartz, who
already stationed himself down
court and had no trouble making
the basket. With the score 83-80
Dunlop sunk two free throws and
Marty eased in a jump shot to in-
sure the victory.
ONE MEASURE of the team's
balanced performance in this
game was their field goal percent.
age, which stood at 50% with 28
successful attempts out of 53. HARLEY - BACK IN ACTION- HITS
MIAMI SHADES LORDS' DAMP MEN '-E;;'!""
Miami swimmers beat the Lords had to win a bare majority of the ;'4Bhi>'
by three strokes in a meet in remaining points. Lord swim-
which four new records were set, mers Ted Arnold and Jack Craw-
and an old record tied. ford lost the butterfly and back-
MIAMI GOT OFF to a strong stroke events to the same Miami
lead, easily copping the medley mermen Russell and Anderson,
relay, showing definite superiority who had beaten them in those
in the backstroke and butterfly legs of the medley relay. But Lar-
legs of that event. Miami's Goble ry Witner swam to a new record
touched out Kenyon's All Ameri- in the 100 free, covering the four
can Larry Witner in the 200 yard laps in 50.6 seconds and besting
freestyle, while a first was a. Dave Evans old mark. Freshman
warded to Miami's Gray in a near Paul McCormick lost the arduous
photo finish in the 50 yard sprint. 500 yard, 20 laps event to Goble of
The home team trailing by 13 Miami, whose time of 5:21.4 es-
points, the Lord's sophomore tabljshed a new pool record.
Doug Hutchinson swam strong KENYON TRAILED by .. 13
butterfly and backstroke legs to points, and needed a one-two vic-
win the individual medley, shat- tory in the penultimate event, the
tering former Kenyon star Phil 200 yard breaststroke to keep her
Mayher's old record, with a time victory hopes alive. Kenyon stars
of 2:10.3. Ted Arnold took a Jay Moore and Greg Kalmbach
third in that event. stayed even with the Miami mer-
FRESHMEN GREG OFFEN. men for five lengths, then sprint-
burger and Mark Rayman showed ed home for the crucial points,
marked improvement in the low showing Miami their heels.
board diving, placing first and Moore's clocking of 2:29.2 tied Jim
third, with Offenburger's point Young's dual meet record set two
total a respectable 143.4. years ago,
Kenyon trailed by 7 points at The highly partisan crowd
this point in the meet. Assuming tasted victory. But Kenyon's four
a win in the free style relay, she best freestylers, Witner, Hutchin-
•
F1NSTROM DUNKS ON
son, Evans, and McCormick co
not best the Miami foursome
the final free style relay.
• •
Tomorrow the Lord wat
boys meet Wittenberg in
meet the outcome of wlrl
could well portend the 0
Conference Championship.




Last Saturday the Kenyon
track team was host to Ohio
Wesleyan and Musldngum,
placing third in a final score
of 57\02-52-441h. The Lords
won five first places, but a
lack of depth cost valuable
points. Art Hensley won the
High jump, and Charles Find-
ley won the 600with a time of
1:17:3. Jeff Kelleher took the
440 with a 53:3, and freshman
Bruce Beck broke Kenyon's
'varsity mile record with a
time of 4:32;1. Kenyon's mile
relay team won with a time of
3:39. Coach White was pleas-
ed with the high number of
first place finishers, and noted
that Kenyon will be able to
score much higher when ath-
letes such as pole vaulter






by C, Johnson Taggart
ount Vernon's versatile William L. White, who de-
jes himself as "specialist, lecturer, hobbyist". hopes to
"Governor" to the list, and is challenging James A.
es for that office in the Republican primary May 5.
~essin that, and in the general election November 8 would
he climax of a long and various career for this Irrepres-
e mechanical, electrical, and safety engineer, inventor of
selective tabulating SYstem for typewriters and of "WeeM
Nip" (a poison for boll weevils), owner of the nation's
estAngora rabbitry, and founder of the American Buai-
Club, whose 35 "hobbies for education, pleasure, and
fit" range from "helping old-age pensioners", "teaching
day School class", and "toys for Kiddies" To "meeting
talking with people", "taking pictures", and "collecting
ks from prominent dead men's graves."
------.,------
NATIVEOF ALABAMA,Mr the fired employee with his ow».
te earned three degrees from men. He claims that Governor
ama Polytechnic Institute Rhodes "has no more to do with
Auburn University) before creating jobs than Donald Duck"
-that Rhodes's travels and adver-
dinghis "imagineering" bust- tisements have not brought new
in 1914. His principal con- business to Ohio, that Ohio's great
hasbeen the supervision of economic growth rate is the result
constructionof power plants, of the great prosperity of the na-
lng systems, and bridges, but tion as a whole, and that Rhodes
oundtime to invent the selec- is "wasting money joy riding." He
charges that Rhodes weakened
tabulatingsystem (the patent the Ohio Republican party by re-
whichhe sold to Underwood) fusing to support the national
to raise Angora rabbits, or- party ticket in 1964. But, when
allyas a hobby and education- asked if he would support Rhodes
enture for his son, Bill Jr., if the latter should defeat him in
an attorney. He moved to the primary, White replied, "That
t depends." and added a further
oin 1930and settled in MOWl charge that the Republican State
onin 1959"because it was a Committee's recent recommenda-
town." tion of Rhodes's reelection "vio-
lates the spirit of the primary
and has every earmark of dicta-
torship ... and sows seeds of dis-
harmony in the party."
RUARY II. 1966
KNOX
by C. Johnson Tagqart well find Secrest's seniority and
The reapportionment of Ohio's congressional districts, standing with the majority party
which becomes effective this year, places within the Seven- tempting. And Secrest has shown
teenth District the homes of two incumbent Congressmen- his ability in past elections to win
one a seasoned professional, the other a highly controversial heavily, even in normally Repub-
lican areas.relative newcomer. In a fight to the finish for their respec- I~:.:..::..:::.:..::.:..: _
tive political lives are Democrat Robert T. Secrest of Cald-
well, a fonner Federal Trade Commissioner, trying for his
thirteenth term, and Republican John Ashbrook of J ohns-
town, an outspoken Goldwater conservative and target of con-
certed liberal efforts to defeat him, trying for his fourth term.
COUNTY SPAWNS POLITICAL
Both Ashbook and Secrest have
demonstrated considerable ability
to win-c-Secrest by being elected
twelve times and by winning after
his constituents have had long
periods of time to forget about
him, Ashbrook by winning reetec-
tion in the midst of a Democratic
landslide. Ashbrook has the ad-
vantage of knowing the territory
and being known in it; most of
the present Seventeenth District
was included in the old Seven-
tenth District which elected Ash-
brook in 1964, while Secrest is
losing the greater part of his
former constituents. Ashbrook
will also have working for him
the highly successful and efficient
Ohio Republican organization
which during the past 18 years
has suffered major setbacks only
in 1958 (when the "Right-to-
Work" issue was hot in Ohio) and
1964(the Goldwater debacle). But




In three recent meets, the Ken-
yon wrestling team defeated Ot
terbcin 23-19 and lost to Mt
Union and Heidelberg.
THE MT. UNION MEET
January 26, was dominated by a
strong squad which pinned four
Kenyon opponents. Gary Nave
at 152, Jim Kersey at 167, John
Lowey at 177 and Ed Gaines,
heavyweight, were pinned for a
loss of 20 points. Defeated on
points were Nonn Hattzel, 130,
Barry Burkhardt, 145, Ed Lentz,
wrestling in the 191 lb. weight
class. Kenyon points were total-
ed by Bob Leighton, 123,and Rick
Grieser, 137, who pinned their
opponents and Mark Hanlon, 160,
who beat his man 5·2. Coach
Watts feels that the loss was due,
in part, to the absence of the m-
jured Bill Judson.
The Lords first win of the sea-
son came with the victory over
Otterbein on February 2. The
Otters were at an immediate dis-
advantage as they were unable
to place wrestlers in the 123, 137
and 160 weight classes. Thus
they forfeited 15 points. The re-
maining Kenyon points were won
by Hartzel who pinned his oppo-
nent and by Hanlon who defeated
his man on points, 4-2.
THE OTTERBEIN SQUAD
was strong in the upper weight
classes which included a 330 lb.
heavyweight who defeated Ed
Gaines, 5-0. Gaines, attempting
to take down the wrestler. was
immediately discouraged by
Coach Watts, who advised: "Get
out of there, you knucklehead!"
Other Otter victories came with
decisions over Burkhardt and
Nave and pins on Keresy and
Lowey.
The Lords, again hampered by
weakness in the upper weight
classes, suffered a loss at the
hands of Heidelberg on February
5. Immediate victories in the
lower weight groups netted the
Kenyon team its only points.
George Johnston, 123, won on a
reversal with 4S seconds left in
the match. Hartzel, 130, domino
ating his match, pinned his man
at 2:57 in the second period. Rick
Grieser, wrestling at 137. pinned
his man also. Pete Sieble, 147,
although defeated, put up an
excellent and exciting fight. Nave,
152, and Keresy, 160. and Lowey,
191, were pinned. Mark Hanlon
seemed completely off form dur-
ing the first two periods, as his
opponent scored eight points.
Towards the end of the third peri.
od he took down his man and was':::============~I driVing for the pin when time ranr out, thus losing 8~3.Mike Brown,
177.feU victim to a reversal in the
second period of his match and
was unable to recover in the re-
maining time. Brown lost 2.1.
The heavyweight match was conM
ceeded to Heidelberg, giving them
a winning 29 points to Kenyon's
13.
INJURIES AND A LACK OF
wrestlers in the upper weight
classes are problems that continue
to plague the team. Blll Judson
is still out with a separation of
the ribs from the sternum, Bob
Gladstone is sufl'ering from water
on the knee and Ed Gaines has
injUred his shoulder. Kenyon forM
feited. the heavyweight match to
Heidelberg due to the abeenee of
Gains.
:>92.2086 6 Th team record now stands atIL '~'_2._2~07_.....!ll.4-0.
SECREST, a New Deal veteran
with the oratorical style of Huey
Long, graduated from Muskingum
College and Washington College
of Law, was a high school prin-
cipal and school superintendent
with experience in the Ohio
House of Representatives before
being elected to the Federal
House for the first time in 1930.
He served five terms and part of a
sixth before resigning in 1942 to
join the Navy. When the war
ended, he returned to Caldwell
and was again elected to Congress
in 1948 and relected in 1950 and
1952. In 1953,he again cut short
his term when President Elsen-
hewer appointed him to a seven-
year term on the bipartisan Fed-
eral Trade Corrunission. When
his term on the Commission ex-
pired, he won reelection to Con-
gress in 1960 and again in 1962
and 1964. In 1964,he won 66.3%
of the vote in his four-county
district surrounding Zanesville,
running ahead of President John-
son.
1964 and the Voting Rights Act
of 1965--in each case casting the
only negative vote in Ohio's 15_
man delegation. He is the rank-
ing Republican on the House
Committee on Un-American Ac-
tivities, and recently won brief
nationwide acclaim for his harsh
cross-examination and denuncia-
tion of Robert Shelton, Imperial
Wizard of the United Klans of
Amerlca, who appeared before
HUAC last spring and refused to
tell them anything except his
name and address, citing the first,
fourth, Ilith, and fourteenth a·
mandments.
SECREST IS NEITHER a strict
liberal nor a Johnson yes-man.
ConqressionaI Quarterly lists him
as voting with the Johnson Ad-
minstration 69% of the time and
against them 27%. On the eleven
test bills, he voted for Federal
action nine times and against Fed-
eral action twice.
r.Whitefirst became a pcliti-
person when he helped to
d the Ohio Conservation Con-
s, which, he claims, was "in-
ntial in getting the Natural PRIMARY DEFEATS of incum;
curces Department establish- bent governors are by no means
impossible. In 1962,New Hamp-
d much needed conservation shire's presidentially ambitious
S enacted,which included the Republican Governor Wesley
water pollution law." His Powell lost the primary to John
electiveattempt was in 1964 Pillsbury, and in 1964 Maesachu-
n he unsuccessfully opposed setts's Democratic Governor EndiM
cott Peabody was upset by his
er Bolton for the Republican own Lieutenant Governor, Fran-
ation for Representative-at- cis X. Belloti. But in each case
e. "I was running against a the primary winner was defeated
innalre," he says. "I only in the general election; New
t $368 and he spent of $20.- Hampshire elected its first Demo,
" By accepting invitations to crane governor in 40 years. and
Massachusetts elected a Republi-
ublican dinners and meetings can governor while giving the
overthe state, most of which Democratic candidates for the
tondidnot attend, White man- Presidency and the Senate seven.
to make himself familiar to to-one majorities. William L.
ughpeople that he received White's chances of becoming
598 votes-impressive for a Governor of Ohio are slim indeed,




or,Mr. White proposes a high-
safety program to "get the
ks and punks off the high.
," improvement of mental
lutions, and matching funds
eOtmnunitiesto build recrea-
!.'entersfor young people. The
hwayprogram would include
ling of licensed drivers every
.years (coupled with required
al examinations) cracking
;n on "slowpokes and Sunday
es" (sic), and an education
gram in highway safety. He
,rns that Lima State Hospital,
chhe visited last year, needs
ew addition for teenagers and
t other mental institu'tions
been allowed "to go down"n-'>.t:I.:reationcenters are need-
.Whitesaid, speaking from ex-
~ceas a former Scoutmaster,
VOlunteer, and father of
.' to reduce juvenile crime,
c~Wasthe cause of 81,000arM
In Ohio last year.
~ White charges that Gover-
hOdes's"false-austerity pro-
and ruthless firing of dedi-
state employees was just
'Iierscheme to further his own
lIncal ambition," although he
o~ble to say on his own
ty that Rhodes replaced
ASHBROOK, a graduate of
Harvard and Ohio State Law
School, served in the Navy dur-
ing World War II, and was a prac-
ticing lawyer and publisher of the
weekly Johnstown Independent
before he was elected to Congress
in 1960. It was by fewer than
4,400 votes that he won his pres-
ent term in 1964, but it must be
remembered that that was a bad
year for all Republicans, especial-
ly those with Ashbrook's convtc-
tions, and that President Johnson
carried Ashbook's district.
Ashbrook's conservatism i s
welt-known. On the 52 key ad-
ministration bills selected by Con.
qressional Quarterly for 1964, he
voted with the administration
only 15% of the time. On the II
bil.ls selected by the Quarterly to
determine attitude toward feder-
al involvement, he voted against
federal involvement every time.
He opposed the Civil Rights Act of
Look for new evening
HARRISONIANA
hours at theEppa Rixey, Bill Veeck, Jeff Slade of course, - but someone
at Kenyon in Ripley's Believe It or Not?? A hint might be 139
points (his team's scoring total) in high school .... , fiery full-
blooded American Indian . Bob Harrison. V.I.BEFORE COMING TO KENYON, the colorful basketball men-
tor attained most of the glory and kudos of the game as a player .
His 59 field goals and 139points in a single game. for example, still
appear to be national scholastic records. In the Big Ten Michigan,
Harrison never again reached the mythical millenium of 100
points (a la Bevo Francis of Rio Grande). He did manage, how~
ever, with his rugged and aggressive all around play to become
All-Conference and AU-American in 1948and 1949. In his Junior
year (1948)he captained a Big Ten champion team that lost to Bob
Cousy and Holly Cross in the NCAA quarterMfinals.
Drafted by Minneapolis, Harrison played the role of an outside
Jim Luscatoff (e.g., hatchet man) on four Laker world champion-
ships in five years from 1949 to 1954. By 1954the Mikan, Pollard,
et al combination was breaking up and Harrison was traded to
St. Louis. With Bob Petit, he managed to play on still another NBA
championship team. Harrison completed his nine year pro career
with the Syracuse Nationals from 1956-1958,coming to Kenyon




WHEN PRESSED DURING an interview about "the best play~
ers, etc.", Harrison attempted to shift the discussion to the of-
fense to be used against Mt. Union. Finally, however, after noting
the myriad of inherent dangers in such statements, he suggested
Cousy as the best he faced in college. Mikan as the best he played
in the pros, and the Shannan-Cousy duo as the toughest faced in
the pros. _ by Chuck Kenrick
WILLIAMS flOWER SHOP
114 South Main Stteet
Next tu thc AkO\'e
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Appleseed Committee Upholds Flora
Hockey Team Wins First As Foster 31E. Gamb;., s-,Mt. Voman
. 392·1057
Draws More Penaltr·:-T~i'rlm~e~T'rIh~a'rln,-,C~a!:p~o~n~e,11======~~==~".III~==r====9
Finally playing the type. of Less than a minute later Tonuny THE KENYON COLLEGIAN Non-Profit.0
hockey they are capable of, the! Morris got some consolation as he BOX 308 U. S. pOST,R.
Kenyon pucksters dumped Case; scored on a breakaway set up by GAMBIER. OHIO. 43022
9-2 last Sunday for their first win, a long pass from Miller. P A ID
of the season. Only superb goal, Gambier,Oh'
tending by the Case goalie kept: Poole caught the twine twice PermltNo.
the Lords from scoring more, aSI in the third period to nail down
their fine passing kept them in his first hat trick of the season,
complete control of the game. and Lowrey scored with two min-
POOLE OPENED THE SCOR_ utes left in the game, for his third
ing for Kenyon but Case tied it: tally of the day. Captain Foster,
I lh . ~- ,_.- La . though not managing to score, didThe res.ults of the recent sur- ess an a mmu ....... cer. te mh ti t . d 1.0 d Mil manage to stay out of the penalty
vey on student vacation prefer- t e rs perio wery an -I box and to pick up four assists.
'ences .Bill Schnall reported over- Ier each converted to put the
wheliningly support a three- Lords ahead to stay, but not be-I Case caught the Lords with
thre~ plan for Christmas and: fore Tonuny Morris had left al a man in the penalty box for
Spring vacations with a two day' tooth embedded in a Case player'si their second goal but from then
reading' period before exams. stick. I on it was all Kenyon's show.
Dean Edwards noted that exams Kenyon got right down to busi~, Freshman Lowrey stole the puck
.might run up until the 22nd or ness at the start of the second: and took it in unassisted for his
23rd of December under the new! period, as Skinner hit on a long: second and Kenyon's fifth goal.
system, but also reported general' screen shot with an assist from' FRESHMAN GOALIE PETER
student support for such a plan.' Poole. 1 Lathrop played a fine game in the
by John Smyth..
"Only if everyone becomes
Interested in this problem and
s .willing to contribute time
and effort, will the college's
sylvan and bucolic atmosphere
be preserved." These words
of Walter Butt, co-chairman
of &tl,ldent Council's newborn
Johnny Appleseed committee,
express 'the sentiments of stu-
dents, faculty and administra-
tion in a new movement for
the preservation and improve-
ment of Kenyon's flora.
THE STUDENT CRUSADE.
said to have been originated in
Old Kenyon by Turner Straeffer,
came to a violent climax when it
was introduced to council by Mr.
Butt. There was a high-strung,
two-minute debate, after which
council unanimously voted to in-
stall John Stewart and Mr. Butt
as co-chairmen of aJohnny Apple-
seed committee formed to Inves-
tigate ways of preserving Ken-
yon's natural beauty and to pro-
mote awarness of the problem.
The Appleseed committee, how-
ever, represents something other
than a league of flower-minded
ndividuals wishing to develop
Gambier into a cradle of natural
harmony and aesthetic virtue
where the owls may hoot, the
squirrels romp and the wood-
peekers peck. The Gambier com-
munity has awakened to a real
problem of replacing the IoS8 of
12 or more elms killed annually
by Dutch Elm disease, and the
death of several maples along the
northern part of Middle Path. In
addition, the administration has
become more inclined to consider
the natural beauty of the campus
as an asset which should be better
developed.
FOR THE LAST SEVERAL
years the policy of the mainten-
ance dept. was to replace dead
trees with 2 or 3 year-old sap-
lings raised behind Bexley. How-
ever, both the administration and
the maintenance department now
see the need for long-range plan-
ning. For instance, an expert will
have to be called in to determine
the cause of the death of maples
along middle path near the bank.
Salt put on the road during the
winter or lack of water may be
killing them, and the maintenance
dept's regular method of replace-
ment might not be successful
Losses resulting from Dutch elm
disease have been hard to keep up
vith, and there are several areas
which will need trees or planting,
such as around the new upper-
class dorm, in front of the Prest-
Council, Con'd
(CcmtiDued :from ~ 1)
It was noted that the atrocious
trophy case now added to Peirce
Hall will be sent back for another.
Dean Edwards stated "anything
that's not strictly first rate will be
out of place in the lounge area."
Edwards revealed that eventually
a color TV set will be purchased,
and that before long the existing
set will be moved to the box in
one. end of the room. The delay
is in maintenance's failure to'
move the antenna leads.
dent's bouse, and along 229 as It
climbs ~e,hIlL
The administration showed its
increased concern for the appear-
ance of the campus when it re-
moved the dormitory parking lots
last (all. Last year the mainten-
ance department expanded its op-
eration of grass fertilizing and re,
seeding, and began to feed trees
for the first time. Mr. Roberts
has: in mind several projects for
planting bushes, grass and vines,
and fie hopes that more money
from the new budget will allow
him to carry them out. Mr. Rob-
erts feels that, "Improving the
looks of the campus will be one
of the .top priorities this year."
In the last few years the budget
for the maitenance of the grounds
has been raised about 60%, and
the campus has become increas-
ingly well-groomed. But Mr.
Roberts and Mr. Lord, the busi-
ness manager, agree that there
has been little effort in the last
few years to make actual changes
in the grounds, if one expects the
parking lot removal. The admin-
istration has come to recognize
the deficiency and hopes to find
money in the new budget for hir-
ing a horticulture expert to ad-
vise on improvements and long-
range planning. Mr. Lord noted
that the school will soon be get-
ting money from a special endow-
ment to improve the grounds, and
that when plans for the girls' col-
lege get farther along, a land-
scape designer will definitely be
called in to study the whole cam-
pus.
LAST FALL. SEVERAL FAC.
ulty members became upset at the
lack of trees near 229 where it
climbs the hill, and formed an
informal committee to investigate
such matters. Mr. Arango is
chairman, and some of the first
members include Mr. Burns, Mr.
Roelofs, Mr. Page, Mrs. Lendrim,
and Mr. and Mrs. Warner. The
Appleseed committee plans to
work with the faculty committee
in investigating improvements
and making recommendations to
the administration. The commit-
tees will also work with Mrs.
Lund, who manages the garden
next to the theater and several
parts of the campus. Co-chair-
man John Stewart suggested that
the committees may also get aid
from the special projects fund,
the Self-Help program, and theU.
S. Department of Agriculture. Al-
though the Applessed movement
may never exactly sweep the
campus as a popular revolution,
the community now recognizes
the need for conscious effort to




were t1.ying all over the place,'
according to waiter Steve Potter.
Many freshmen rushed towards
the exits to escape the air-borne
debris. No disturbance occurred
in the Independents' dining room.
"Lights were restored after a-
bout ten tables, each seating six
people had been overturned. Cru-
den estimated that one-third to
one-half of the china in the room
had been broken. The floor was
covered with glassware floating in
a fluid of milk, fruit punch, and
vegetable soup.
"ASKED IF he had any suspic-
ions as to who instigated the riot,
Cruden replied, 'I couldn't say.
There have been a great many
complaints about the food and a
general aura of dissatisfaction for
some two months now.
"Monroe termed the riot 'an in-
appropriate way to express griev-
ances', and said that the informa-
tion of an advisory committee-
would be 'a very good. idea be-
cause it would keep a line of com-
munication open between man-
agement and students.'"
Senate Violates Turf
(Continued. from pclQe 1)
O'BRIEN PROMISES FRESH APPROACI
IN REVEILLE - SUPPLEMENT PT!oIUU1
REVEILLE, 1966 will wear
an entirely new face. A radf-
cal change in the hardbound
book of memories is forecast
by ReveLD. editor Mike O'-
Brien. O'Brien is laying heavy
emphasis on photography and
keeping copy to a minimum.
THE MAJOR INNOVATION in.
form in the upcoming R....eilla
will be chronological organization.
The old, traditional division into
class pictures, activities, sports
and fraternities will be done away
with. Using informal. black and
white photos, the album will be
divided into three sections. Fall.
Winter, and Spring. Activities
will be recorded as they happen,
beginning with the coming of the
freshmen, and concluding with
graduation.
O'Brien (eels that this album
continues the progress made in
recent years by the Reveille. Un-
til three years ago the Rrt'e'UIe
was nothing more than a catalog
of names, faces, and events, with
few candid shots and practically
no imagination. The Schofield
Reveille of 1964 was the first in
recent years to show imagination.
The book was well organized,
with a great number of informal
photos, and included a school
history, the Dusty Path, which
is still in demand. Last year's
annual continued the develop-
ment, and O'Brien feels, carried
the changes to their logical con-
clusion. In the belief that fur-
ther development is needed, O'-
Brien is taking what he feels is
the next step and reorganizing
the book from top to bottom. He
feels that the new chronological
organization will give greater
unity to the book by placing
events in their proper perspec-
tive.
supplement, which can be
into the main RneWe_ ~
enlly, will contain events near
end of school, graduation, 8p
sports, and spring danCt'.
main body of the book Will
available to students before1
15.
O'Brien stated further that
year's Reveille is to be cons'
ably more artistic in its' Use
photography. Layout desi
Pat Scarlett is emphaSiz.in~sh
contrast between black andVi'
in an effort to avoid a "was]
out" gap appearance. Whiteis
just empty space, but will f
tion organically in the layout.
only verbiage is to be an uno~
stve essay from beginning 10
which will help tie the photos
gether.
With the heavy emphasis
photography, the ReTeille hag
up a considerable expense in
and equipment. O'Brien ~
that Retv.llle photographers K
Lorenz, Yale Greenfield, Ric
Stickel and several others h
take some 3,000 pictures to
point, of which 300 will proha
be used. Added to the eKp€
of putting out a better book,
year's staff inherited a $900
cit from the 1965 Rnellle w
had to be paid. The student co
cil appropriation falls about
short of the expected _expe
with the intention that the d
be made up in advertising.
Brien gives credit to Ric
Stickel and Maynard Murch
the money-raising effort, and
ports that a drive was Iaunc
last Monday to raise more fin
cial support. Requests for $2
nations have been sent to par
and alumni, and O'Brien ur
students to join the effort.
With one eye on the finan
and the other on innovation,
Brien and the lleTeille staff PJ
on to turn out a book that
be completely non-traditio
unique, and interesting to say
least.
A NEW FEATURE this year
will be the summer supplement,
an eight page printing mailed out
to all students in early July. The
"Sewing till of KIlO" Cou"',"
The FIRST-KNOX NATIONAL Bank





• WEST VtlfE IlTI\EET
MOUNT VEIUION, OHIO
WaOl Li515 Cordially Invited
ReturnR~est.s
nets though he was not very busy. The overdue Kenyon viet
having only to make sixteen stops. was well-deserved and cad
This was due to the tine job done' the result ot fine plaY,~~~
by Kenyon's defense of Menk, a weak opponent. ~jll'::;IO
Schmidlapp, and Skinner who the Lords spent only 2 JllUlUi
kept the puck in the Case end of the penalty box while CaseP
the rink for most of the game. I up ten.
